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“Identity is the extent to which a person can 
recognize or recall a place for being distinctive from 
other places, as having a vivid and unique, or at least 
a particular character of its own.”

Kevin Lynch
The Image of the City

Appendix 1

Public Preference 
Handbook
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Introduction

Process
The character preferences were gathered during six interactive 
workshops with the community of Ladysmith. The community 
identified preferred and non-preferred images and provided 
comments. These responses have generated a collage of visual 
preference ideas regarding the preferred character in developing a 
vibrant town. 

The resulting collages of preferences are articulated in this 
handbook as a general set of points that can be used to provide 
direction and guidance in how to actualize and arrange the built 
aspects of Ladysmith’s preferred community vision.

“Ladysmith is on the leading edge, in that we 
embrace change and see the potential in embracing 
innovative and sustainable ideas and solutions.” 

Resident of Ladysmith
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Holland Creek Area 
Character Preference

A predominantly residential precinct and village centre that 
supports a range of medium density housing, including affordable 
and rental housing, with small scale retail serving local residents. 
The landscape should contribute to the creation of livable, healthy 
and environmentally responsive neighborhoods and centre.

4.1 The Village Centre
The village centre concept incorporates community facilities and 
other institutional uses when supported by the integration of 
residential and commercial intensification. A pedestrian oriented 
environment is prevalent, providing a dynamic user environment.

Integrated residential/commercial buildings enclosing • 
a pedestrian mall/square with sufficient areas for 
street furniture, vegetation, public art, water features, 
entertainment, and outdoor cafes. 

Building features should promote a human scale interaction. • 

Building design elements, details, and materials should • 
create a well-proportioned and unified building form and 
exhibit an overall architectural concept.

Commercial level should be continuous with short intervals • 
of doorways that open onto the sidewalk. 

Building frontage should provide weather protection, • 
(awnings and overhangs) and spaces for outdoor seating.

Residential units above commercial should be marked out • 
clearly from other uses with architectural detailing.

The compatibility and transition of scale from the village • 
centre to the neighborhood needs to be addressed through 
massing, building height, articulation of the building facade, 
and use of materials. 

A harmonious character, scale, and massing of the village • 
should be evident.

Section 4 

What residents said:

“The development must • 
enhance the existing town.”

“Design a community that • 
blends into the natural 
landscape and topography.”

“Do not disturb Holland • 
Creek.”
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4.2 Housing
A building’s architectural elements should help establish a human 
scale and a sense of neighbourhood identity through a coherent 
architectural language (in addition to form, siting, landscaping, 
and streetscape elements.)

Several different architectural responses are preferred. •
Neo-Heritage, eco-responsive, and Pacific North West are 
encouraged where appropriate.

Small compact housing without garages or limited side •
garages.

A landscape strategy that supports multiple vegetation •
layers, from ground-covers to trees, while utilizing 
thoughtful ecological principles. 

Compositionally, an elegant design solution addresses •
homeowner privacy and an engaging street presence.

A synthesis with outlying vegetation patterns (trees and •
shrubs), where appropriate.

Residential projects should be sited to maximize •
opportunities for creating usable, attractive, and well 
integrated open space networks.

Methods in which building articulation can provide •
complementary building facades.

Façade modulation, window patterns, roof line changes/•
alternating dormers, gables, stepped roofs.

Building plane material changes, colour, and intervals of •
lighting fixtures, trees and other landscape features.

What residents said:

“Different types of housing •
with a good mix of high/low 
density, and affordability are
important.”

“Construction that is sensitive •
to terrain, green space and 
mixed density for the look of a 
‘village’.”
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4.3 Streets & Sidewalks
Street and pathway networks, inter-connected to other areas of 
town offer new links and encourage good transitions. Multiple 
types are encouraged where they can enhance the local context.

Narrowed streets, harmonious building heights to street • 
width proportions, and a defined pedestrian edge of 
pathways and open spaces are desired.

A strong tree presence and planted bio-swale are • 
encouraged along residential boulevards.

The sidewalk environment for the village centre should • 
include more highly detailed elements, such as different 
surface treatments with paver types, pedestrian lighting and 
amenities.

The sidewalk environment for the neighborhood should • 
connect to pocket parks and plazas and contain strategic 
bench locations.

What residents said:

“Walkable places include • 
street trees, sidewalks, and 
interesting places for kids to 
congregate and play (not just 
neglected places or carbon-
copy playground places).”

“Public areas should be in the • 
most desirable places.”

Above: This neighborhood greenway 
street design is an excellent example 
of providing both an alternative 
water infiltration technique and 
multi use pathway in section.
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4.4 Pocket Parks & Plazas
A variety of types and scaled pocket parks & plazas is preferred 
for the development of the Holland Creek Area.

A distinguished set of types should be explored.  These include •
children’s play spaces, open flex spaces, predominantly 
vegetation orientated pocket parks, offering daily and 
seasonal interest.

Both a neo-heritage and contemporary design language •
regarding the immediate local and connection to other 
neighborhoods are preferred. 

Natural materials and colour choices taking cues from •
the natural setting.

What residents said:

“Consider areas of green •
space, supporting wildlife 
while addressing recreational 
needs of residents.”

“ A central meeting area with •
benches and enough space to 
host local festivals,  and garden 
spaces.”
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4.5 Lanes & Pathways
A pedestrian oriented lane and pathway system is to respond 
in character to its immediate context. Pathways and lanes are 
desired to be a part of the interconnections within the Holland Creek 
residential areas and the outlying trails of Holland Creek. Different 
forms and characteristics are appropriate for both areas.

Community oriented lanes as greenways and linkage to •
the surrounding landscape and the neighborhood fabric are
preferred.

Permeable surface techniques where appropriate.•

Pathways to be well articulated. •

Natural surface materials and vegetative edge where possible, •
edging character, lighting only where required.

Building form and techniques such as boardwalks in sensitive •
areas should be achieved where possible. Least impact 
strategies are preferred.

What residents said:

“A well laid out community •
plan like narrow lots with 
houses built close to the street, 
with off street parking, either a 
common parking area or park 
behind your house.”

“Walking and bike paths •
should surround the whole 
development.”
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4.6 Bridges: Pedestrian & Vehicular
Both pedestrian and vehicular bridge access as required need to 
respect the natural setting, both in ecological approaches and 
aesthetic integration.

A contemporary architectural style is desired that best •
reflects the values, identity, and character of Ladysmith and 
by extension, Holland Creek.

A• pedestrian bridge either single span wood structured or 
suspension cabled is preferred. A covered bridge is also 
desirable.

A single lane,• vehicular covered bridge, expressed in a 
style that best suits Ladysmith and Holland Creek such as 
the Pacific North West architecture of the region, is suitable. 

Natural materials, most preferably the use of solid wood •
structures, are appropriate 

Harmonizing materials and visual integrity are of primary •
aesthetic considerations.

Bridge footings need to minimize stream impact, and situate •
themselves comfortably onto the bank.

A contemporary architectural language referencing the •
distinct local identity is preferred.

What residents said:

“If there is going to be a •
bridge, it should have minimal 
impacts on Holland Creek, its 
footings should be high up on 
the bank, and blend into the 
forest.”
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4.7 Holland Creek collage
The collection of images below represents residents’ preferred 
character traits from selections made at the community workshop.
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